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WWDD?
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• Actsafe is not the regulator.

• We are not medical experts.

• We are all in this together!
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Stay tuned to your local authorities for direction.

WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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Updates!
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WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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In the now, what’s happening:

Ø Actsafe has hired a new Membership Engagement 
team member! Give  Gaurav Gupta a warm welcome 
as he reaches out to your organizations.

Ø PHO meeting went very well! Next one scheduled for 

Ø Reminder: Don Leaves Facebook March 2. My contact 
details will be in the chat.

Ø Update on Island time! Don will be on Vancouver Island 
April 2 – Mid May!

WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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Happy Tuesday! Another busy week. Pleased to see Dr Henry’s encouraging outlook. Fingers crossed we 
get back to a more normal industry soon. The work presses on!
- 68 COVID Plans reviewed
- 3 COVID plans in March
- COVID Coordinator training program is now under development!
- The word “event” in the latest order allowing 10 people to meet is causing all sorts of confusion.
- Unending requests for the industry to open along side faith based events.

Outreach in the last 7 days:
- 4 video calls
- 172 attendees
- Met with PHO representative, had great conversations! Looking forward to the next one.
- Collaborated with CITT and SMarts on reopening plans at educational facilities
- Presented at a US national education conference (USITT)

The Message:
- Don’t look for loopholes!
- No, the word “event” in the order does NOT mean you can host concerts for 10 people and charge 
$100/head!

Thanks so much for supplying a member of your team to talk through our concerns. Have a great week!

LETTERS TO BONNIE… PHO UPDATES.
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Shout out of the Day!
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WHAT WOULD DON DO?

Special Thanks to:

- The A
rm

s Pub

- Samz, Poco

- The G
illn

ette
r

For keeping us

supplied
!

Happy St Patty’s Day! Consume responsibly!
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WHAT WOULD WILL DO?


